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We do not think there is anything new in saying that rhythm represents an import
ant and characteristic element in any language and that it is sometimes very difficult 
to understand foreigners if they do not use the right rhythmic patterns. But still 
we find that insufficient attention is being paid in the teaching technique of foreign 
languages to features of rhythm. Neither can we say that there are enough practice 
books devoted to rhythmic patterns of foreign languages. 

Our experience has shown that drills based on a comparative analysis of English 
and Czech rhythmic patterns have proved very effective. They helped the Czech 
speaker in a short time get rid of his own speaking habits which would otherwise 
make his communication with English-speaking people difficult either on the level 
of the pure communicative function of the language (= sentence structure) or on 
the level of expression (= the speaker's attitude). 

This study- aims to show the Czech speaker how rhythmic patterns in English 
function and to point out the major difficulties resulting from the differences between 
English and Czech rhythm habits. 

First it is necessary to examine the factors which both in English and in Czech 
are significant for the listener and the speaker in producing the effect of speech 
rhythm. 

Generally the feeling of rhythm is due to the recurrence at more or less regular 
intervals of one given phenomenon. Now the question arises which phenomena are 
responsible for the rhythmic measuring of the flow of words in the two languages 
and for making some places in English and Czech sentences more prominent than 
the others. 

The existence of rhythm in speech may be signalized by various factors. We 
may say that in both languages the basic rhythm patterning of sentences is based 
on the recurrence at more or less regular intervals of stressed syllables,1 that is 
syllables which are said with more vigour than the others (which will be referred 
to as unstressed syllables). 

Basic or first rhythmio patterning as being distinguished from the second rhvtrirruo patterning 
based on the "regular" recurrence of the so-called "intonation oentre" (compare F. Danes, 
Intonaoe a vfita ve spisovne destine, [Intonation and Sentence in Literary Czech], p. 16.) The 
•RngliaVi equivalent to the "intonation centre" regularly found in English phonetics is "the 

1 For Czeoh compare F. Danei, Intonate a vita ve spisovni ieStini [Intonation and Sentenoe in 
Literary Czech], Praha 1964, p. 18, far TEngliah compare R. Eingdon, The Groundwork of English 
Intonation, London 1963, p. 237. 
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nuclear tone" (compare R. Kingdfin, The Groundwork of English Intonation, p. 6). This tone is 
always associated with the stressed syllable of the most important word of a word group and is 
signalized by a change in the melodic pattern of the sentence: from this point the voice either 
jumps down or goes up. 

In English the contrast between stressed (strong) and unstressed (weak) syllables 
is much greater than in Czech, which makes very little distinction between syllables 
in the matter of stress.2 This fact largely accounts for the characteristic rhythmic 
patterning in English which the Czech speaker must try hard to cope with. This 
difference is so great that it usually brings about vowel modification (including both 
quantitative and qualitative changes of vowels) or oomplete loss of vowel-phonemes. 
In Czech, on the other hand, there is no fundamental relationship between stress 
on one side and quantity and quality on the other side. 

Compare the following English examples; 
1. company ^kAmpdni/ : companion \hm^faen,jm\ 
2. mechanism fimekanizmf : mechanic Imflkaenikl 
3. historical jhis^torikll : history phisfori, ^histrij 
i. repeat jri^pistj : repetition l^repiHiSnj 
These examples have illustrated vowel modifications by the use of the neutral 

vowel /a/ or the short vowel (if. The second version of the third example has also 
shown a complete loss of a vowel-phoneme. 

The stressed syllables play the role of prominent peaks in an utterance, thus 
dividing it into rhythm units based on purely phonetic level. 

Under "rhythm unit" we shall understand one stressed syllable and any of the following 
unstressed syllables; where there are no unstressed syllables between two stresses the rhythm 
unit will be represented by the stressed syllable itself. 

There is a tendency in both languages to place at least one unstressed syllable 
between two stressed ones. In Czech this tendency cannot be realized within one 
word, as it may happen in English, the explanation being seen in the different nature 
of the lexical stress in both languages. 

In English the stress is not tied to any particular place in the chain of syllables constituting 
a word whereas in Czech it always falls on the first syllable of the word. 

Here are some examples to illustrate this tendency: 
In English the tendency reflects: 
a) In the positioning of the second stress in multisyllable words with the strong 

stress placed on any syllable starting from the third syllable on (counted from the 
beginning of the word): 
Examples: 

ecclesiastical li^kU.'zi^aestiklj 
antagonistic faen^taeg^nistikj 
perpendicularity l^pa.-pan^dikju^ laeritij 

b) In the loss of the intensity in the connected speech of syllables in words with 
two equal stresses (so-called double-stressed words). Which stress is more liable to 
suppression depends mostly on the needs of rhythm. These words tend to keep 
their first stress if they precede the words they are closely linked to, and if they 
follow the words they are closely linked to they usually keep their second stress. 

2 Compare B. Hala, UvedeiU do fonetiky ieitiny na obecni fonetickim zdkladl The Introduction 
into the Czech Phonetics, Praha 1062 p. 303. 
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Compare: 
fifteen ^fifU:nj 1. fifteen boys 

2. they are fifteen 
I6ei a:fifhi:nl 

Correct stressing of double-stressed words in conneoted speeoh will create difficulties for Czeoh 
speakers. 

c) The same kind of weakening of the intensity illustrated under b) may also 
occur when the second strong stress does not belong to the same word. But this 
is not the rule and other factors must be taken into consideration, such as the length 
of the words, the pace of the utterance or the emotional attitude of the speaker. 
Examples: 
Compare: 

a big man /a'Wo'wiaen/ — a great big man 
a) ̂ grewbig^maenj 
b) ftgreit big^maen/ 

a nasty day ftnasstfldeil — a very nasty day 
a) /a'verî na:stî deil 
b) ftvery na:sti ^deij 

In Czech the alternative tendency in placing stresses in connected speech becomes 
obvious when two monosyllables follow each other.3 

Compare: 
Co chces? /'co ^chcesj or \co ^ohceSI (the second version is slightly tinged with 

emphasis) 
Co chce§ dSlat? /'co chceS^delatl 
Kam jdes? j^kam ̂ jdeSj or /karri Ijdei/ 
Kam jdes na ob£d? ^kamjdeS 'no obidj 
Perfect isochronismus might be realized only where certain conditions prevail, says A. Classe 

in his book "Rhythm of English Prose", the most important according to him being: 
1. The groups concerned must not contain widely varied numbers of syllables. 
2. The phonetic structure of the component syllables must not differ too widely. 
3. The grammatical connexion between the groups and the grammatical structure of these 

groups must be similar. 
But, A. Classe conoludes, from the very nature of speech it is obvious that in the normal course 

of events all necessary conditions will not generally be met with in ordinary speeoh. 
But the more rhythmical the speech is the more regular the intervals between the 

prominent peaks seem to become. In both languages the tendency to regularize 
the time intervals between the stressed syllables may be observed: in English, in 
contrast to Czech, this tendency is much more marked and vigorous. 

Compare the timing of rhythm units in the following English sentence: 

I II III IV 
The / teacher is / interested in / buying some / books, 
oa / iz I HrUnstid in / ^baiiv, a&n / ^buks. 

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 
3 Compare J. Ondrafikova, 0 nduvnim rytmu v Setting [On the Potentiality of Rhythmic 

Division in Czech], Slovo a slpvesnost 15, 1954, 25—29, 154—157, where she showB the speoiflo 
position of monosyllables in the rhythmic patterning of Czeoh utterances. 
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In spite of the different number of syllables in the rhythm units there is a tendency 
to pronounce the rhythm unit consisting of one syllable in the same amount of 
time as that consisting of three or four syllables. The same phenomenon might be 
observed when comparing rhythm units of two sentences, but this is not so common 
because rhythm units are not necessarily the same length in every sentence we speak. 

In English the tendency towards uniform spacing of stressed syllables goes hand 
in hand with quantitative changes and at the same time it may contribute to the 
qualitative changes, or sometimes to the loss of phonemes. The syllables of die longer 
rhythm units must be said more quickly than those of the shorter ones. For instance 
when comparing the stressed syllable "plain" in the word-groups "I can explain" 
and "I was explaining" we feel that the syllable "plain" when followed by another 
syllable is much shorter than the same syllable when standing alone. Such rhythm 
units whose length is largely dependent on the presence of one strong stress, rather 
than upon the specific number of its syllables, were labelled by K . L . Pike stress-
timed rhythm units.4 

Czech on the other hand belongs to a group of languages in which it is the number 
of syllables instead of the incidence of stresses which is responsible for producing the 
rhythm, and the rhythm units are accordingly called syl lable- t imed rhythm 
units (compare E . L . Pike). The length of rhythm units then depends on the number 
of unstressed syllables between the prominent peaks, which means that units with 
more syllables take proportionately more time. The quantitative changes of syllables 
in Czech rhythm units may be neglectable from the practical point of view because 
they are less marked than in English and do not cause significant qualitative chan
ges.* 

Here is a Czech example to illustrate it (the extract being taken from "The Italian 
Letters" by Karel Capek): 

I II III IV V 
Za chvilku je / u tebe / chlapfk / a nastavuje / klobouk / 
1 2 3 4 1 23 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 

VI VII VIII I X 
ma v nem / na ubrousku / same / petiliry. 

1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 

Rhythm units in this utterance vary as to the number of syllables in the rhythm 
units (I—IX) and accordingly also the length of the rhythm units is different. 
J . Ondrackova in her study "On Speech Rhythm in Czech" has shown that there 
is a tendency towards two—or three—syllable rhythm units in Czech. 

Dividing an utterance into rhythm units based on a purely phonetic level may 
seem too mechanical a device in English to produce the basic rhythmic scheme be
cause in many cases the rhythmic division falls within a word pattern and automa
tically eliminates the logical element. 

Here is an example: 
Mary / wants to / go to / morrow. 

In this utterance the third rhythmic division falls within the word "tomorrow". 

4 K. L. Pike, The Intonation of American Engii*, Michigan 1947. 
5 J. Chlumsk?, GetbA koantita, mdodie a pHzvuk, Praha 192». 
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In Czech, on the other hand, the rhythm unit normally coincides with the be
ginning of the word. This substantial difference may be explained by the fact that 
tiie stress in English is not fixed to the first syllable of the word. 

Sense being the most important thing in communication it must be taken into 
consideration even when dividing sentences into rhythm units, a tendency which 
is responsible for the tendency that neither in Czech nor in English should the 
rhythmic division fall within a word pattern. 

When talking, we do not separate words from one another but we usually group 
them into clusters. But now another problem arises when we are to decide the 
rhythmic division in English because stress as we have seen is not a reliable signal 
to indicate the beginning of a rhythm unit as it is normally in Czech. And it is most 
often the syntactical reasons which, in addition to word unity and the natural 
rhythm of the utterance, help us to solve this problem. To distinguish rhythm units 
on a linguistic level from those based on a purely phonetic level they will be referred 
to as rhythm groups, a term commonly used by English phoneticians. 

Here is an English example with its Czech equivalent to illustrate a division of 
a sentence into rhythm groups. Three versions of the same sentence are given : first 
in ordinary spelling, second in phonetic transcription and third in dots (for unstressed 
syllables) and dashes (for stressed syllables) to represent the rhythmic patterns. 

English Czech 
V ve broken my glasses. Bozbil jsem si bryle. 
aiv broukn / mai gla:siz rozbil jsem si / bri:le . - . / . - . _ . . . / _ . 

There are two strong syllables in both sentences dividing the utterance into two 
rhythm groups. In Czech the rhythm division is well indicated by the stressed 
syllable /bri:/, in English, on the other hand, it falls between two unstressed syllables 
/kn/ and /mai/, the former forming a rhythm group with the preceding stressed 
syllable to which it is closer in meaning and the latter belonging to the following 
rhythm group to which it is closer in grammar. Thus in contrast to Czech we must 
try to find other substitutes to signalize the rhythm groups in English. 

The assignation of unstressed syllables to either of two rhythm groups in English 
may be well signalized by quantitative modifications of one sound or two on either 
side of the rhythmic division. In the sentence "I 've broken my glasses" to indicate 
the end of the rhythm group /aiv broukn/ the English speakers lengthen the syllable 
/kn/ in the word /broukn/ so that both syllables /brou/ and /kn/ will have the same 
length. On the other hand they speed up the unstressed syllable /mai/ forming the 
rhythmic division on the other side to show that this syllable enters into one rhythm 
group with the following syllables. 

Sometimes the rhythmio division in both languages coincides with a complete shutting off of 
the breath. But it would be wrong to understand that a rhythmic division necessarily implies such 
a gap in the speech. The rhythmio division only represents a potential place for making such 
a pause. Too frequent use of physioal pauses would completely ruin the fluent rhythm of speech in 
both languages (and in connection with this it would be useful to point out that Czeoh speakers 
ought to eliminate the over-use of the glottal stop). 

The group whioh is finished with a physical pause is usually called a "breath group" and its 
length is determined by the sense. Therefore it is often called a sense-group, a term superior to 
a rhythm group because usually there are more rhythm groups combined to form sense groups. 
To illustrate this there is one sentence first divided into rhythm groups, second into sense-groups: 
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English: 
1. The 'stressed / 'syllables / do 'not / 'all / 'occupy / 

the 'same / 'relative / po'sition / in the 'group /. 
2, The 'stressed 'syllables / do 'not 'all 'occupy / 

the 'same 'relative po'sition in the 'group. / 

Czech: 
1. 'Kdyby / 'bylo / 'odpoledne / 'p£kn6 / 'pocasi / 

'§li bychom / 'na prochazku. / 
2. 'Kdyby'bylo'odpoledne'pfekn6'pocasf / 

'§li bychom 'na prochdzku. 

Now a question may arise: Is it important to divide an utterance into rhythm 
groups? In both languages rhythm groups represent the framework on which the 
melody of the utterance hangs (we shall not go into detail here, the subject being 
the material for our further study). Rhythmic division may also contribute to the 
meaning of the phrase or of the sentence. 

Compare the following examples illustrating two different versions of the same 
phonemic sequence of sounds. 

English 
The phonemic sequence of sounds /s — A — m —a — d — r — e — s — i — z/ 
may be interpreted a psAm ^dresizj = some addresses, with the rhythmic division 
between jmj and /a/, or as jhAma^dresizj = summer dresses, with the rhythmic 
division between /a/ and jdj. Such variation of rhythmic grouping is accompanied 
by changes of quantity, jmj and \A\ in the first case being slightly longer than in the 
second case, and /a/ in the second case being slightly shorter than in the first case 
and together with jmj forming a syllable which has the same length as the preceding 
syllable to which it belongs in meaning. 

Czech 
Examples of the same kind may be found also in Czech. For instance, the phonemic 
sequence jj — e — d — e — n/ may be interpreted either as Jje^denj = it's daytime, 
or as l^jedenj = one (the numeral), the rhythmic division in the first case being 
between \e\ and jdj and in the second case coinciding with the beginning of the chain 
of phonemes. 

But rhythmic cues to the meaning of similar phoneme sequences may seem to be 
more or less redundant in both languages because the choice of meaning is normally 
dependent on the context. But still the rhythmic division does represent for the 
speaker a reality he cannot thoroughly avoid. The Czech speaker must get used to the 
lengthening and shortening of syllables in the rhythm groups. And it is very important 
for the Czech speaker to work at it because English spoken with all the syllables at 
the same length is hard for English listeners to understand. And at the same time 
he must also pay attention to the qualitative changes in unstressed syllables (see p. 2) 
which go hand in hand with quantitative changes, a fact which is most responsible 
for the characteristic rhythm of speech in English. 

Rhythm groups in both languages may be represented either by one word or 
by more words. In Czech, in contrast to English, there is a tendency to one-word 
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groups ('which may be explained by a relatively greater number of multisyllable 
words in Czech). 

This tendency leads to the well-known fact that Czech speakers tend to isolate words in Wngliah 
by pronouncing them all with stress, which is one of the habits they must eradicate. Unnecessary 
stresses may not only destroy the normal speech rhythm in English but it also may obscure the 
meaning of the utterances. We have chosen one example to illustrate it: 
The sentence "I can see the hilltop" may be divided into two or, three rhythm groups. The first 
version "I can'see/the'hilltop" is meant as a simple statement of the fact. The second version 
"I'ean /'see/ the 'hilltop" is meant as a contradiction of "You can't see the hilltop". 

From what has been said about rhythm groups in the compared languages we may 
conclude; 

1. In both languages rhythm groups represent the basic units to compose the 
first rhythmical pattern of an utterance, thus forming a framework for the second 
rhythmic division (for the second rhythmic division see note on p. 25). 

2. The languages differ in the structure of the rhythm groups. In Czech the stressed 
syllable is a reliable signal to indicate the beginning of a rhythm group, whereas 
in English rhythm groups very often have unstressed syllables at their beginning. 
Speaking in terms common in poetry, we may say that the basis of English speech 
rhythm is the iambic foot, whereas in Czech it is the trochee or dactyl. 

Problems in Czech may arise if a monosyllable coincides with the beginning of the sense group, 
most often with the beginning of the sentence. This word is then often pronounced with less in
tensity in comparison with the following strongly stressed syllable, a fact which makes some 
linguists think (compare V. Mathesius, The Dynamio Line of the Czech Sentence) that there is also 
a iambic foot in Czech. On the specific position of monosyllables in Czech rhythm groups see 
J. Ondrackova (footnote 3). Some phoneticians argue with them (compare B.'Hala, The Intro
duction into the Czech Phonetics) considering these monosyllables as separate groups because 
stress as a relative matter must be considered within the framework of the whole sentence and 
moreover the rhythmic division between them and the following words is well signalized by a sud
den increase in intensity and a change in melody (a signal labelled by B. Hals as a dynamic and 
melodic break in his study on the Czech iambus). 

Here are a few examples to illustrate the structure of rhythm groups in English 
and in Czech. First the rhythmic pattern is given which is then followed by examples 
arranged according to the number of syllables and words. The correspondence in 
meaning is not the rule. Second stresses are not specially marked, attention being 
paid only to relatively strongly stressed syllables (which in both languages represent 
potential places with which the change of the pitch of the voice might be associated). 

Rhythmic pattern English Czech 

a) IChina 
b) Ifhank you 

a) \ Germany 
b) ^Chapman, sir 
c) Ihow many (Himes) 
d) Igive me a ('fifty) 

a) to-night 

Idol to (na stul) 

^Nemecko 
^kanvpak to (id) 
Ijak dlouho ]}5ekal) 
'dries se mi ^zddlo) 

0 
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Note A: No equivalent in Czech the explanation being in the nature of the Czech 
lexical stress. 

b) Hwant (to^know) jdden 
. . — a) represent 0 (see note A) 

b) I'm afraid 0 (see note A) 
c) It's a \book 0 

Note B: A word group of the same number of syllables in Czech would have a different 
rhythmic structure. E.g. je pry zde — . — 

. — . a) mathematics 0 (see note A) 
b) a}penny to 'jistS 
c) I mink so je 'po torn 

— It can be a relief for you. 0 

Note C: There can be no equivalent in Czech. It is not possible to begin a rhythm group with 
so many unstressed syllables (compare V. Mathesius, On the Dynamio Line of the Czech Sentence). 
These syllables are in English said very qoiokly and this is one of the differences the Czech speaker 
must cope with when trying to get the English rhythm right. 

Having dealt with the distribution of stresses within a rhythm group we have 
come to the last point of our study. We shall try to answer the question: what are 
the rules governing the selection of words to be usually stressed in English and 
Czech sentences? 

In both languages we may find words whose stress is relatively suppressed in 
connected speech. In any normal sentence these words are largely represented by 
structurally less important words which are usually called form or grammatical 
words. The choice and number of these words in the compared languages are different. 

In English these words, consisting mostly of monosyllables, include words like 
prepositions, auxiliaries, conjunctions, pronouns; most of them appear in the so-
called "weak forms", i.e. modified forms whose vowel sounds regularly lose their 
full value (the full value of vowel sounds accompanied with an increase in intensity 
would imply a kind of emphasis on the side of the speaker). 

In Czech these grammatical words may be divided into three categories: as in 
English they are largely represented by monosyllables. 

a) Monosyllables that are never stressed and therefore can never stand at the 
beginning of a rhythm group. They are not many in number (compare B. Hala, 
The Introduction into the Czech Phonetics, p. 311). 

b) Monosyllables that are always associated with stress and therefore used to 
open a rhythm group, for instance prepositions (which in contrast to Czech are never 
stressed in English in a normal sentence). 

c) Finally there are words which may occupy both the beginning and the non-
ginning position in the rhythm group and according to that these words represent 
a weak—or strong-stressed part of the utterance. 

There may be more than one of these grammatical words losing their stress in 
the rhythm groups both in Czech and in English. Accordingly an utterance con
taining a high percentage of them will receive fewer stresses than the one with the 
same number of syllables but a higher proportion of content words. 

file:///book
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Compare: 

English 
The first / six / have each / won / a prize /.. 
• - / " / • - / - / • -
There were prizes / for six of them. 

Czech 

§ediv6 / mlhy / nad lesem / plynou. 

Myslil jsem, / ze by se to / zkazilo. 
- • • / - • . • • / - . . . 

In both languages full stress is placed on words which are grammatically important, 
such as nouns, adjectives, content verbs, adverbs. But because the choice of words to 
be stressed is also governed by rhythmic reasons, the style, the speed of delivery 
and by semantical reasons, it occurs that content words are also weakened in inten
sity, especially when stressable words follow too closely one upon another. 

Compare: 

English 

all the way : all the way there and back 
/h:l fo ^weif : po:l <fe wei 'dea and ^boekj 

Czech 
co delaS : co delas doma 
/'co'AHttf/ : /'co dilds ^domaj 

In English the quality of the sounds in the weak content words does not change as is the case 
with form words! 

MLUVNl RYTMUS V ANGLlCTINfi A V CESTIN£ 

Tato studie byla napsana s cflem srovnat zpusob rytmickeho uspofadani mluvy y angli<5tin& 
a v cestind. Pfi srovnavani jsme se omezili na jazyk spisovny v jeho funkci ciste' sdelovaci a neohali 
jsme stranou vyuzitf prlzvuku v komplexu s intonaof. 

Podminkou rytmu vubec je opakovani nejakeho prominentniho jevu v case a jeho stftdani 
s jevy men& prominentnimi. V teto studii sezabyvame jednak otazkou, co je ve srovnavanych ja-
zycioh timto prominentnim jevem, ktery podminuje cleneni souvislelio projevu na rytmioke useky, 
a dale otazkou jeho distribuce, jak z hlediska fonetick6ho, tak z hlediska vyznamoveho. 

Prominence slabik muze byt dana t&mito zvukovymi prostfedky: pfizvukem (tj. silou, inten-
zitou), vyskou, deJkou a kvalitou. Tyto prostfedky se v souvisle mluvS zpravidla kombinujl. 
I kdyz v tomto souhrnu zvukovych proetfedku nelze povaiovat pfizvuk vzdy za nejdulezitejsf 
faktor pfi ur&ovani prominence slabik, je moino ffci, ze rozhodujicf vliv na vznik zakladniho 
rytmickeho pudorysu vypovSdi v obou jazycich lze pfipisovat pHzvuku. 

Z praktiokych duvodu postaii rozliseni mezi slabikami pfizvucnymi a nepfizvu&nymi. Inten-
zitnl rozdil mezi t&mito slabikami je v oefitinfi minimAlnf. Zato v anglifltinS je tak silny, ze je ho 
vyuiito k vytvofeni zakladniho rytmickeho pudorysu. 
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K 7Akladnim rytmick^m tendenefm v obou jazyoich patH stHd&ni slabik pffevuftnych a ne-
pffcvuontfoh, tev. altemativni tendenoe. SUukovanim pffevuftnyoh a nepfizvufinyoh slabik vzni-
kaji zvukove oelky, ktere jsou nadfazeny alabice, oasto i alovu. Tyto oelky nazyvame takty 
(angL rhythm unite), prioeml za takt v obou jazyoioh mflzeme povaiovat cast promluvy od pn-
zvuku k prfzynku. Taktove cleneni se v torn pffpade deje na podklade ci*t6 rytmiokem, nikoli 
vyznamovem. 

Oba jazyky Be yfiak lifii tfm, te povfedomi o rytmu nevznika na zaklade tehoi prinoipu. V anglifi-
tine mnohem vyraznSji nez v teitine se projevuje tendenee k pravidelnosti vyskytu pffevuku. 
Verrier nazval tuto tendenci isochronni a ve studii o nl podrobnSji pojednavame. Vzhledem k teto 
iaochronni tendenci patfi anglictina k jazykum, v nichi mirou doby rytmioke organizace promluvy 
je takt. 

V ceStine na rozdfl od anglittiny se slabika nepodfizuje tak zretelne taktu a rytmicka stroktura 
je zalozena spfse na subjektivnim dojmu vnimani slabiky nei na prayidelnosti vyakytu pfkvukd. 
Mirou doby rytmioke organizace promluvy je tedy slabika. 

Pristupujeme-li k taktovemu cleneni z hledJBka vyznamoveho, neni v anglictine prizvuk Tidy 
spolehlivym signalem zafiatku taktn jako 7 ceStinl. Abyohom odliiili takto vznikle rytmioke 
jednotky od jednotek vzniklych Mste na podklade rytmiokem, zaVedli jame pro ne v angliCtinfi 
tennin "rhythm groups" (na rozdfl od "rhythm unite"). Pfi tomto Cleneni je struktura taktu 
v anglifitine peetrejsl nei r cefitine, 

V z&vSru studle jsme si poloiiH otazku, ktera pravidla ovlirnuje vybeT alov, ktera jsou v obou 
jazyoich v klidne vftcne vypov6di zpravidla pfizvu&na. 


